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Abstract
There was considered the requests of using of Internet and modern infocommunication technologies on organizing student’s independent works in this article. There was analyzed pedagogic conditions of organizing student’s independent work by Internet. The authors research the efficiency of using of info – communication technologies in this process.
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Introduction
Ready to search and create new ideas in modern society, capable of innovative activity, professionally mature, creative the demand for specialists is growing. Independent work is important to educate and educate students the element is. In this case, the teacher is trained in the knowledge translator the educational process that organizes and directs the activities of knowing the recipients becomes manager. The effectiveness of independent work makes them reasonable in many respects it will be related to getting organized. Modern information to date – communication technology and the high level of development of the Internet, these technologies allow students to spend the bulk of their free time on their own creating a unique environment, students are in the process of independent work the vulnerability of control and the role of “facilitator” of the Internet in this process are independent of student’s rational use of the Internet in the organization of their work it is necessary to learn.

Modern information on the process of organizing independent work of students communication technology and the Internet of attraction, they enjoy the opportunities the topic of use is widely discussed among researchers today realistically considered topics.
This is the main part of the research on it refers to the process of teaching foreign languages and distance learning. Independent work on the basis of Information
Technology, training promotes cognitive activity, increases the level of learning, cognitive activity has a positive effect on the character, form rational methods of reading, creates emotional and psychological comfort, increases motivation, interest in cognition re-connection; control over educational actions carries out, create problematic situations using a clear program algorithm provides the opportunity, solves cognitive and professional tasks, independence s take shape.

**Research Methodology**
The technology of organizing the independent work of students through the Internet one of the important conditions for implementation is that this technology is in practice availability of pedagogical conditions necessary for its application is considered. A person with unfamiliar qualities as a pedagogical condition modern information technologies that allow the formation of it is necessary to create an educational process aimed at the intended use is understood a set of interrelated conditions.[1.34]

G. D. Bukhara and S. A. Starikhov such conditions as the following come in:

- Independent education of future teachers, for research work operational use of information and communication technologies readiness;
- For independent training of Aspirant and researchers motivational readiness to use information tools;
- Information for independent education and pedagogical research –reflexive readiness to use communication technologies;
- Graduates of higher education to work in a computerized environment readiness;
- Computerization and informatization of future teachers create conditions for increasing the level of skill in the field;
- Research on this problem of educational informatization process, providing educational and methodical literature.[8.237]

A. D. Gnedaya independent work on educational subjects the following conditions of successful execution are listed:
- justification of educational assignments;
- set goals, objectives clear;
- determination of the task execution algorithm;
- Organization of Group and individual consultations;
- report form, duration of demonstration of results and volume of work setting;
- individualization of assignments.[9.143]
Analysis and Results
We organize independent work of students through the Internet for the effective implementation of the technology the following pedagogical condition – we believe that conditions must exist:
- The formation of competences for students to work on the Internet;
- The formation of a culture of information consumption in them;
- Means and reserves for the use of the Internet of the educational institution availability;
- Scientific, educational and methodical in the field of education on the Internet literature adequacy.[2.96]

Conclusion
Thus, the Internet in the organization of independent work of students and independent work using modern information and communication tools increases efficiency. [3.164] Methods and forms of organizing independent work, serious attention to the pedagogical conditions of the implementation of this process take seriously the independence of students in the performance of independent work as well as attention is required to pay attention. Because the effective condition of independent work and the purpose of the performance is also the formation and improvement of independence in the student is considered.[5.80]

Recommendations
1. Prepare students to work in groups, add training assignments clearly, give an understanding of working in a group, establish regulations.
2. Draw up a plan for the performance of educational tasks, discuss it.
3. Connecting independent work with living and production practices going is the most basic and leading rule.
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